In traditional cellular systems with fixed base stations the channel reuse pattern is static and deterministic. When the cell layout is dynamic, due to the mobility of base stations, the cluster of cells within co-channel interference range changes with t i e . consequently, the channel reuse pattern is highly dynamic. Moreover, base stations also need wireless channels to communicate amongst themselves. A communication session between a pair of nodes may have to switch channels due to the movement of other nodes into the neighborhood. Hence, there is a need for new wireless channel allocation algorithms for virtual cellular systems with mobile base stations. In this paper, principles of mutual exclusion pertaining to distributed computing systems are employed to develop such an algorithm. The interbase station wireless links are referred to as backbone links while the base station-mobile node links are referred to as short-hop links. The proposed algorithm is distributed, dynamic and deadlock free. Disjoint sets of channels are used for backbone and short-hop links. The distributed nature of the channel allocation scheme leads to robustness as the responsibility is no longer centralized at the MTSO. Instead, it is shared among all the mobile base stations. This also makes the algorithm scalable.
I. INTRODUCTION
Several existing models of mobile computing systems assume a cellular network of mobile nodes and stationary nodes [4]. The geographical area served by the system is divided into regions referred to as cells. Each cell has a fixed base station (BS) [22] in which requests for channel allocation are forwarded to, and handled by, a central controller that has access to system wide channel usage information. [15] in which the base stations and/or the mobile hosts monitor the signal-to-noise ratio of relevant channels and, in some cases, exchange this information. The channel use decisions are made by each node, based on its information, without involving a central controller.
A distributed approach [l], [4], [9],
We deviate from the traditional cellular model and assume a virtual cellular network where the fixed base stations are replaced by mobile base stations (MBSs) . The wireline links between the fixed BSs are replaced by wireless links between MBSs. So, the entire network is wireless. The inter-MBS links will, henceforth, be referred to as backbone links while the MBS-MH links will be referred to as short-hop links. Figure 1 presents a logical view of the virtual cellular network.
The relative position of cells changes with time. As the relative positions of MBSs cannot be determined a priori, it does not make sense to pre-allocate fixed sets of channels to each MBS for short-hop links. Also, in the interest of scalability
This research is supported in part by NSF grant CCR-9704101 and robustness a central controller should be replaced by a distributed channel allocation mechanism. Furthermore, it is our intention to minimize the amount of work that a resource poor M H should have to perform for channel allocation. Instead, the responsibility is to be shared by all the MBSs which are assumed to be comparatively resource rich, as described later in Section 11. We view the task of channel allocation as a form of the mutual exclusion problem studied extensively in the operating systems and distributed computing community. A mutual exclusion based algorithm for channel allocation in cellular networks was first presented by one of the authors in [ 151. Here we modify and enhance the algorithm for systems with mobile base stations.
The set of wireless channels is partitioned into two disjoint subsets: one subset used exclusively for backbone links and another subset used exclusively for short-hop links. Channel partitioning simplifies the task of channel allocation at the cost of utilization. In the future we will extend our work to a scenario where all channels can be used for backbone as well as short-hop links. Preliminary ideas for such an extension have been presented in [13] . The proposed algorithm is flexible in the sense that it can also be used for traditional cellular systems just by setting the MBS velocity to zero.
In simulation experiments, continuous tracking of all the nodes is computationally expensive. We present a simple approximation strategy in conjunction with discrete event simulation which significantly reduces the cost of simulations. At the same time, it models the mobility of MBSs and M H s with a degree of accuracy of the ex erimenter's choice. To ensure the simulation experiments resort to a conservative channel allocation policy. Thus, simulation experiments using such models yield a conservative estimate of the performance of the algorithm.
correctness of the algorithm P inspite of the approximations, the 'By correctness we mean avoidance of co-channel interference.
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The system model is described in Section 11. The problem description is presented in Section 111. The underlying theoretical basis for the algorithm, i.e., interpreting channel allocation as a mutual exclusion problem is described in Section IV. The algorithm and the proof of its correctness are presented in Section V. The cost saving simulation approximations are described in Section VI. Preliminary simulation results are presented in Section VI1 followed by the conclusion in Section VIII. Two realistic scenarios where such a mobility model would be applicable are the battlefield scenario and the public transport scenario.
In a battlefield, soldiers (equivalent to M H s ) may move along with a tank (equivalent to an M B S ) for a while before moving towards and connecting with a neighboring tank. This switch from one tank's cell to another would continue for the system lifetime.
Two kinds of wireless channels are available: communication channels and control channels. Communication channels are used to support backbone and short-hop links. Control channels are used to send messages generated by the channel allocation algorithm. We assume that the maximum range of a commungation channel is equal to D, the range of a backbone link.
However, control channel transmissions can be sent at a higher power level, if required, so that an M B S can communicate with all the other M B S s within the backbone co-channel interference range. Henceforth. when we use the term channel or wireless chainel we mean communication channels. The wireless channels are assumed to be orthogonal to each other. So, only co-channel interference is considered.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND CONTRIBUTIONS
In cellular networks that have fixed cell layout, the cluster of cells that are within co-channel interference range do not change with time. Several fixed, dynamic, or hybrid channel allocation algorithms have been proposed for systems with fixed cell layWhen the base stations are mobile the cluster of cells within cochannel interference range changes with time, and the channel out U], P I , i?l, P I , 163, [81, P I , t111, t151, t161, WI, W I . reuse pattern is highly dynamic. Existing algorithms are not designed to handle such dynamism. Hence, there is a need for new wireless channel allocation algorithms for systems with mobile base stations. The base stations also need wireless channels to communicate amongst themselves.
This raises some interesting issues: 1. Should the available frequency spectrum be divided into two disjoint sets of channels: a set of backbone channels and another set of M B S -M H short-hop communication channels? 2. If the answer to the first question is in the affirmative, how many channels should be designated as backbone channels?
AS the M B S s move, their adjacency graph changes. Hence, the required number of backbone channels changes with time. Note that the separation of backbone channels from short-hop channels will simplify the channel allocation problem at the cost of efficiency of channel utilization. If the adjacency matrix of base stations is sparse, several backbone channels may be unutilized, and cannot be used for M B S -M H communication either.
Concurrent presence of backbone and short-hop links with different signal strengths and range has some similarities with hierarchical cellular systems [20] having smaller microcells overlaid with larger umbrella cells. However, there are several important differences as well: (i) In hierarchical systems the relative configuration of microcells and umbrella cells remains unchanged. (ii) In hierarchical systems at least one node connected by a wireless link is fixed. However, in the proposed system both base stations connected by a backbone link may be moving. Hence, solutions for hierarchical cellular systems cannot be directly applied in the proposed scenario.
The problem at hand is to: 1. Develop a dynamic channel allocation algorithm for backbone as well as short-hop links. 2. Make channel allocation decisions in a distributed fashion to tide over the absence of any fixed central controller in a virtual cellular network, and to provide scalability and robustness. 3. Minimize the involvement of resource poor MHs.
For simplicity we assume that the set of wireless channels is partitioned into two disjoint subsets: backbone channels and short-hop channels.
Contributions of this paper
A distributed, dynamic channel allocation algorithm is presented. The M B S s make all the decisions based on the information available locally. An MBS needs to exchange information with only its neighboring M BSs within the co-channel interference range. Unlike the fixed channel allocation (FCA) algorithms, the proposed algorithm can adapt to changing load distribution in the network. It is more robust than existing dynamic channel allocation (DCA) algorithms as it does not depend on a central network switch whose failure can bring down the entire network.
Bounded latency:
No mobile node that wishes to acquire a wireless channel for a communication session is made to wait indefinitely before it is either allocated a channel or is informed of a failure to do so.
Deadlock freedom:
There is no possibility of finding a set of mobile base stations involved in a circular wait while trying to satisfy channel allocation requests. So, the algorithm always makes progress. 3. Symmetry: All the M B S s follow the same procedure for channel allocation. Hopefully, there will be no need to drastically redesign hardware, or develop new software if more M B S s or M H s are to be added.
4.
Low system overhead and network trafic: As the proposed algorithm adapts to the temporal and spatial locality of load distribution, each new channel allocation request is handled with an exchange of zero or a small number of messages between the mobile base stations. [19] . Multiple processes may be concurrently trying to access a shared resource. A process is said to be in its critical section during the time it has exclusive access to the shared resource.
A. Channel Allocation vs. Mutual Exclusion
In the context of a pair of communicating nodes ( M H -M B S or MBS-MBS), the use of a particular channel to support a communication session is equivalent to a critical section execution by the communication session where the channel is the shared resource. Several neighboring cells may be concurrently trying to choose channels to support sessions in their region. This can lead to conflicts because the number of communication channels is limited. The resolution of such conflicts is similar to the mutual exclusion problem [2] , [ 191. The system has two distinct classes of shared resources: short-hop channels and backbone channels. Mutual exclusion for one class of resources is entirely independent of mutual exclusion for the other.
However, the channel allocation problem is more general than the mutual exclusion problem. sume that a node specifies the identity of the resource it wants to access in a critical section. Depending on the availability of that resource, appropriate decisions can be made. However, in distributed channel allocation, a cell asks for any channel as long as there is no co-channel interference. Due to the nonspecificity of the request and because neighboring mobile base stations make channel allocation decisions independently based on locally available information, the decision process becomes more difficult. Third, depending on whether a channel is being used for short-hop or backbone link, the co-channel interference range is different. This is quite different from the approach taken by distributed mutual exclusion models that make no distinction between who is using a resource or for what application: as long as a resource is being used by one process in the system, it cannot be used anywhere in the system. Moreover, existing distributed mutual exclusion algorithms do not impose any upper bound on the elapsed time between a node's request for the resource and the granting of that resource. These algorithms are not suitable for the channel allocation problem which requires that decisions be made in realtime. So, a conservative approach that makes the channel allocation decisions quickly needs to be adopted. Such an approach may drop calls that a more general but time consuming approach would have supported. This is a trade-off that has to be accepted.
The mobility of base stations adds yet another degree of complexity to the problem. A short-hop channel may be concurrently assigned to two different short-hop sessions that are, initially, not in each other's co-channel interference range. However, due to the movement of the M B S s and the MHs, during the lifetime of these communication sessions, the nodes involved in the two sessions may start approaching the co-channel interference region of each other. In order to avoid any conflict, at least one session will have to switch to another channel. A similar situation may arise for two backbone links that were initially far apart and were using the same channel. In the context of mutual exclusion, this is analogous to the pre-emption of the critical section execution of a node with a subsequent attempt to acquire another shared resource and enter a different critical section.
The channel allocation algorithm proposed in the next section is based on the ideas in the Ricart-Agrawala algorithm for mutual exclusion [ 171.
B. Basic Idea
An MBS makes all channel allocation decisions on behalf of the M H s in its cell. In some situations described in the next section, based on local information, an MBS-can assign a channel to a short-hop link between itself and an MH without caus-ing any interference, and without having to consult the neighboring MBSs. Otherwise, requests time-stamped with Lamport's clock [7] are sent by the M B S to neighboring MBSs to determine the channel to be assigned for the short-hop link. As already mentioned in Section 11, in the context of short-hop channel allocation, the list of neighboring M B S s consists of all M B S s within a distance of Q x d from the M B S in question. The information received in the replies from the neighboring M B S s is used to determine the channel to be allocated to the short-hop link. The distributed nature of the algorithm, and the finite but non-deterministic propagation delays of messages between M B S s can lead to co-channel interference if a naive channel selection strategy is employed: multiple cells in each other's interference range may concurrently and independently decide to use the same channel for short-hop links in their cells. Such a possibility is prevented by associating a priority among concurrent requests based on their timestamps. As in the RicartAgrawala algorithm for mutual exclusion [17] , an M B S with a higher priority request defers replyjng to a lower priority channel allocation request.
Similarly, if channels have to be transferred from a lightly loaded cell2 to a heavily loaded neighbor, conflict is avoided in the following manner: having selected a communication channel for transfer, based on a round of message exchange with its neighbors, the mobile base station sends the channel identity to the neighboring mobile base stations. Only if all the neighboring mobile base stations approve of the selection is the channel transferred, otherwise not.
The set of channels allocated to a cell varies with time. Unlike existing DCA algorithms [21] , [22] , a newly acquired channel (acquired through transfer, for example) is not relinquished by a cell on completion of the communication session it was supporting in the cell. Instead, the channel remains allocated to the same cell until it has to be transferred to a neighboring cell. This enables the algorithm to adapt to temporal and spatial changes in load distribution. It also helps reduce the traffic due to channel allocation requests in the fixed wire network.
V. CHANNEL ALLOCATION ALGORITHM
The data structures and the strategy to allocate channels for short-hop links build upon those described in [ 151 for traditional cellular systems where the base stations are fixed. For the sake of completeness and readability the entire algorithm is presented instead of only presenting the differences from the algorithm presented in [15] .
A. Data Structures
All the communication channels in the system are collectively represented by a set Spectrum. Spectrum is divided into two disjoint sets: Spectrum, and Spectrumb for short-hop and backbone links, respectively. The channel with the lowest frequency band is considered to be the first channel and the channel with the highest frequency band is the nth channel, where n is the total number of channels in Spectrumb. Similar ordering applies for channels in Spectrum,.
The set of short-hop channels allocated to cell Ci is represented by Allocate,,i. Initially, Allocate,,i is an empty set for every cell Ci. The set of channels being used in a cell constitute its busy set. Unlike [15] , the busy channels of cell Ci 2Cell load is the ratio of the number of short-hop channels the cell can use to set up links without any interference to the number of M H s that are requesting such channels. Lower the demand to availability ratio, lower the load.
are distinguished into BUSY,,^ and Busyb,j denoting the channels being used for short-hop and backbone links, respectively.
For cell Ci, Busy,, 
BUSY^,^ + B u S Y s , i -{IC}; (B) When M B S j receives a REQUESTmessage from M B S i with timestamp Ti:
Tj t Tj + 1; Tj t max(Tj, Ti + 1);
M B S j sends a REPLY message to M BSi if M BSj itself is not requesting a channel for a short-hop link, or if M B S j is requesting a channel and MBSi's request's time-stamp is smaller than
MBSj's request's time-stamp (i.e., Ti < RTj or Ti = RTj and i < j). Otherwise, the REPLY is deferred.4 As M B S i only uses the union of the busy,^ and Trans f er,,j sets received in the REPLYs, in Step (A).6, and never uses the two sets separately, the communication overheads can be reduced by taking their union at M B S j and sending the result, rather than both the sets, 4The timeout duration in Step A.4 is large enough so that REPLY deferral does not cause timeouts.
in the REPLY message. Therefore, the REPLY message con- 
C. Backbone Channel Allocation
Backbone channel allocation is similar to short-hop channel allocation, except for the following differences: 2. There is no notion of allocate and transfer sets for backbone links. Let M B S i and MBSj be the mobile base stations between which a backbone link is to be established. RE-QUESTS are sent to all the M B S s within the backbone cochannel interference range of this M B S pair. The timestamp of the backbone channel requests is a tuple of the form
(maz(Ti, T j ) , M B S i , M B S j ) .
As in the short-hop channel allocation case, requests are prioritized by their timestamps: lexicographically lower timestamp indicates higher priority. 3. A mobile base station receiving the REQUEST immediately sends or defers the REPLY depending on whether (i) it is also involved in establishing a backbone link with a neighboring M B S , and (ii) the timestamp of its backbone channel request. 4. The REPLY sent by MBSk contains Busyb,k: the set of backbone channels MBSk is currently using for its backbone links.
5.
On receiving all the replies, the Inter f ereb,i,j set consists of the union of Busyb,i, Busyb,j and the busy backbone sets received in the replies.
Freeb,i,j t Spectrumb -Inter f ereb,i,j..
If Freeb,i,j = 9, no backbone channel is available. Otherwise, the highest order channel is selected from Freeb,i,j to establish a backbone link and that channel is added to Busyb,i and
When a backbone link between M B S i and M B S j is broken, the channel that was being used to support the link is deleted
Busyb,j. 
D. Channel Reconjiguration During Connection Lifetime
There are two situations in which a link between two nodes may have to switch from one channel to another: 1. If an M H moves out of one cell into another while involved in a communication session, handoff has to take place. As the problem has already been extensively studied, and existing solutions are applicable in the proposed system model, we skip the details of handoffs. 
E. Properties
Now, we state some properties of the algorithm without proof. For a proof of these properties please refer to the U.T. Dallas technical report [ 
121.
Lemma I : The channel allocation algorithm avoids cochannel interference. 
H O R T -H O P -T H R E S H O L D ) ,
where N is the number of neighboring cells in the short-hop co-channel interference range.
Lemma 3: The channel allocation algorithm is deadlock free.
VI. PARAMETER MODIFICATIONS FOR SIMULATION SPEEDUP
In Section V-D it was mentioned that mobile base stations need to keep track of the M B S s in their proximity for the purpose of channel reconfiguration and to avoid co-channel interference. This would require continuous tracking of the separation between pairs of mobile base stations making the simulation very expensive. Moreover, there may also be need for frequent channel reconfigurations which is an expensive operation. This has the potential to slow down the simulation.
A means to increase the speed of the simulation experiments would be to perform channel reconfigurations at fixed time intervals. However, a naive implementation of such a policy may lead to co-channel interference, thus violating the correctness of the simulation experiments. Therefore, we propose to employ a conservative simulation strategy with the following properties: 1. The short-hop link establishmenthreak process can be initiated as soon as the M H makes the request for such a link (call arrival) or sends a disconnect message. 2. Inter-MBS distances are measured at fixed intervals of time, and it is only at these times that backbone link establishment and tear-down as well as channel reconfigurations for short-hop and backbone links are performed. The cost of simulation speedup is reduced channel utilization, as will become obvious shortly.
Let the inter-reconjguration interval be t, and let the upper bound on the speed of M B S s be s. Then, the distance an M B S could have moved during the interval is bound by s x t. imum speed s they cannot get any closer than a x d until reconfiguration is performed, at which time one of the short-hop links will be made to switch to another channel.
Similarly, a backbone link is established between two M B S s provided their separation is no more than D -2st, instead of D as stated earlier. Also, the backbone co-channel interference range is considered to be equal to PD + 2st, i.e., every base station within this distance of at least one of the two M B S s is polled. As a result, even if the two M B S s participating in the backbone link keep moving directly away from each other, by the next channel reconfiguration occurrence, their separation from each other will be no more than D , i.e., they will still be in backbone range. Also, all other M B S s using the same backbone channel will be at least x D away from these two M B S s until the next reconfiguration.
VII. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We conducted simulation experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. We assumed a system composed of 100 mobile base stations and 1000 mobile hosts. All the nodes in the system were always located within a square of side 15 kilometer. Initially, the mobile base stations were uniformly distributed within the square with the immediate neighbors along the x-and y-axes at distance of 1.5 kilometer from each other.
The mobile base stations moved in a random fashion in the square at a constant speed, s, of 10 kilometer per hour. Every M B S randomly chose any point in the square as its next destination and moved towards it until it got there. Then, it chose the next point and moved towards it, and so on. This was repeated until the end of the simulation. Initially, each M H was associated with an M B S in whose cell it was resident and an equal number of M H s were associated with each M B S . The M H s moved with the M B S with which they were associated. The time an M H spent in an M B S ' s cell before moving into a neighboring M B S ' s cell was exponentially distributed with a mean of 30 minutes. If the old M B S did not have any neighbor, the M H continued to stay in the same cell for a period of time obtained from the distribution mentioned above.
The length of a short-hop communication session (also referred to as a call) was exponentially distributed with a mean of 3 minutes. For a given M H the time between two successive short-hop channel requests (the reciprocal of the call arrival rate) was also exponentially distributed and the mean value was varied to simulate various levels of channel demand.
We assumed that the number of backbone channels was large enough so that no backbone link establishment was prevented for lack of a channel. We made this assumption because the purpose of our experiments was to study the impact of mobility and channel demand on short-hop channel allocation. However, in our simulation experiments we did measure the number of backbone channels being used to get an idea of how many such channels are really needed. We also varied the total number of short-hop channels in the system from 20 to 100.
We assumed that the range of a cell (d) is 1 kilometer. In the initial configuration the entire 15 k m x 15 k m square is served by at least one M B S with some overlap between neighboring cells. Two M B S s can have a backbone link between them provided they are not more than 2 -2st kilometer apart, i.e., D is equal to 2 kilometer. The values of a and were set to 4 and 3, respectively. So, if an M B S is using a channel for a short-hop link, the same channel can be used by another M BS to support a short-hop link provided the other M BS is at least 4d = 4 kilometer away. Also, two M H s concurrently using the same channel for their respective short-hop links can never be less than 2 kilometer from each other, thus avoiding co-channel interference. The same channel can be used to concurrently support two backbone links provided both M B S s in one pair are at least 3 0 = 6 kilometer away from both M B S s in the other pair.
In each run of the simulation, no data collection was performed until the first 15,000 calls were completed. This was done to filter out the impact of any initial transient effects. Then, data collection was performed until the next 50,000 calls were either completed or dropped due to lack of channels.
We conducted experiments described below. For each experiment, the following values were measured: (i) percentage of dropped calls due to non-availability of short-hop channels, (ii) average number of channel allocation messages sent per call, (iii) number of short-hop links reconfigured during each reconfiguration stage, (iv) average number of backbone links in existence during the simulation period, and (v) average number of backbone channels in use during the simulation period.
A. Experiment I: Short-hop Link Characteristics
In this experiment the short-hop call arrival rate and the number of channels in the short-hop spectrum, Spectrum,, were varied. Their impact on the number of dropped calls and the number of successful handoffs was studied. Calls that could not be connected initially, or were discontinued at the time of handoff or reconfigurations due to non-availability of channels are all counted as dropped calls. The simulation results are shown in When the call arrival rate is low, no call is dropped as it is possible to find an available channel from Spectrum,. Also, due to the availability of short-hop channels all the calls in progress can be handed-off when the corresponding M H s move from one M B S to another. Hence, the number of handoffs is also high. However, as the call arrival rate increases, for a given size of Spectrum,, the availability of free channels decreases and so does the number of handoffs. The decrease is sharper for smaller Spectrum, sizes. Beyond a point, calls start getting dropped. With further increase in the call arrival rate, the percentage of dropped calls increases steadily. Obviously, for a given call arrival rate, the greater the size of Spectrum, the higher the availability of free short-hop channels and lower the percentage of dropped calls.
We observed that the number of short-hop handoffs decreases with increasing call arrival rate. Due to high channel demand at high call arrival rates an M H ' s request for a channel in the new cell is less likely to succeed. For larger Spectrum, sizes the likelihood of a channel request being satisfied during the initial request, and, subsequently, a handoff attempt also succeeding are higher. This leads to a greater number of successful handoffs for larger values of Spectrum, at the same call arrival rate.
The impact of call arrival rate and the size of Spectrum, on the number of messages required to establish and maintain short-hop links is shown in Figure 4 . When Spectrum, is large and/or arrival rate is low, the number of short-hop messages needed to allocate a channel is small, and remains almost unchanged. Also, note that the number of short-hop messages in such situations is considerably smaller than the expected number of M BSs within short-hop co-channel interference range. This is because when a short-hop channel request arrives at an M B S , with high probability the M B S finds that it has a channel in its Allocate set that is not busy. So, the channel request can be satisfied locally without having to send any REQUESTS to the neighboring M B S s . Even if there is no free channel in the Allocate set, our experiments indicate that the channel request can be satisfied in one round of REQUEST and REPLY exchanges, with negligible instances when channel transfers are required. However, for smaller sizes of Spectrum,, and beyond a certain call arrival rate, the likelihood of finding a free channel diminishes. So, a larger fraction of call arrivals result in the exchange of REQUESTS and REPLYs, and even in channel transfers, So, the number of short-hop messages per call increases with the rate of call arrival. This is evident in the figure when only twenty short-hop channels are available.
Most of the time a system will operate in situations of low to moderate load. In such operating conditions the number of messages exchanged for channel allocation will be small. So, the proposed algorithm will incur low overheads. Note that we have made no assumptions about the mobility pattern of M B S s . So, there will be periods when several M B S s can come close to each other requiring a larger number of messages to be exchanged per call. During periods when the M B S s are far apart, there will be fewer M B S s in a given MBS's short-hop cochannel interference range leading to fewer messages. The numbers reported here are long term averages which even out the temporal variations.
B. Experiment II: Impact of Reconjiguration Interval
First, we measured the number of short-hop links that have to be assigned a different channel at the time of reconfiguration, with the reconfiguration interval equal to 2 minutes. Then, we also measured the impact of varying the reconfiguration interval on the number of backbone links and the cost of setting up such links. The simulation results are shown in Figure 5 .
Impact on number of channel rearrangements: During channel reconfiguration (which happens once every two minutes), the number of calls in progress is small if the call arrival rate is low. Hence, the number of short-hop links requiring channel rearrangements at the time of reconfiguration is also small.
As the call arrival rate increases more calls are in progress at the time of reconfiguration. There is a higher probability of two short-hop links, using the same channel, to come within each the movement of M H s along with them. Hence, the number of channel rearrangements required during the reconfiguration time also increases and channels are available for such rearrangement. This increase in rearrangements is observed only upto a certain call arrival rate. We will refer to this threshold call arrival rate as the knee of the curve. Beyond the knee, the number of rearrangements decreases with increasing call arrival rate. We believe that this is due to two reasons: 1. At higher arrival rates several calls get dropped right in the beginning due to the non-availability of channels, thus leaving fewer short-hop links that can potentially require channel rearrangements.
2.
At the time of reconfiguration, interfering short-hop links may be unable to find free channels to switch to. Thus the number of successful reconfigurations decreases. This is consistent with the increase in the number of dropped calls at higher call arrival rates, as shown in Figure 3 . Greater the size of Spectrum,, higher the call arrival rate at which the knee is reached. For example, in Figure 5 , the knee is reached for a twenty short-hop channel system when the call arrival rate is close to 0.16. The curves for systems with larger number of short-hop channels start flattening around 0.22 to 0.24, indicating that they are reaching their respective knees. Impact on backbone links: The cost of setting up backbone links and their number is independent of the number of shorthop links and the short-hop call arrival rate. In our simulation the cost depends on the time between successive reconfigurations. This is because we add an extra 2st distance to the backbone co-channel interference range (PO) to ensure that if two backbone links do not interfere at the time of reconfiguration they also do not interfere until the next reconfiguration. Hence, greater the interval between successive reconfigurations, greater the virtual co-channel interference range. As backbone allocation messages have to be exchanged with all M B S s within the virtual backbone co-channel interference range, the number of such messages inceases with an increase in the interreconfiguation interval (t) as shown in Figure 5 .
Also, a backbone link can be established between two M B S s only if the distance between them is less than D -2st. Therefore, as the value o f t increases, the number of M B S s pairs that are eligible for backbone links reduces. This leads to a reduction in the number of backbone links and the number of backbone channels used as shown in Figure 5 . When the reconfiguration interval is equal to 2 minutes, backbone links can be established between two M B S s provided they are within D -2st, i.e., 1.33 kilometer of each other. Also, each participating MBS's co-channel interference region is a circle of radius 6.67 kilometers and area at most 140 square kilometers. Actually, for M B S s that lie closer to the edges of the simulated area, the co-channel interference area is smaller. Our approximate calculations yielded the average co-channel interference region of a backbone link to be about 120 square kilometers resulting in a backbone channel reuse factor of 2. This is consistent with the simulation results where the number of backbone links is approximately double the number of backbone channels used. As the geographical area covered by the system increases, the reuse factor will also increase.
VIII. CONCLUSION
A mobile computing system with no fixed nodes was presented. The problem of concurrently allocating channels for backbone as well as short-hop links was formalized. Wireless channel allocation was interpreted as a variation of the mutually exclusive resource allocation problem.
A distributed dynamic channel allocation algorithm for systems with mobile base stations was presented. The algorithm built on the ideas first presented in the Ricart-Agrawala mutual exclusion solution. Disjoint sets of wireless channels were used for backbone and short-hop links. This policy was adopted to simplify the channel allocation process. The algorithm imposed only modest communication overheads. The percentage of dropped calls is negligible for low and moderate load conditions. Due to node mobility, communication sessions using a particular channel without any interference may start experiencing interference at a later time. So, channel reassignment is very important to avoid co-channel interference. Our simulation experiments showed that the overheads imposed by channel rearrangement are small.
The proposed algorithm can be used, without any modification, in cellular systems withfied base stations. Afterall a cellular network is an instance of the network described in this paper: (i) the speed of the base stations is zero, (ii) backbone links do not need wireless channels. The algorithm is scalable as the control is distributed among MBSs.
We propose to extend our work to an algorithm in which every channel can be used to support backbone and short-hop communication sessions. Such a generalization will improve the utilization of channels, but also increase the complexity of the channel allocation process. We also intend to simulate the performance of the proposed algorithm for larger geographical areas, a greater number of nodes, and a larger number of calls.
Furthermore, we also intend to measure the variations in the algorithm's performance with time as M B S s converge towards or diverge from small regions in the system area.
